Specificationsd: SuperPak type 2 Self-transportable
Length
5,3m
Width
1,60m
High
2,5m
Weight
1000kg
Construction
4mm structure and 3mm steel sheets
Power source Hatz 2 cyl diesel 22Hk
Claw
Working length justable max 3,30 m
- pull 350 kg. Speed max 4.35 m/sec.
El-installations Waterproof
Driving wheels 7.00-12 6 lay, Styrehjul 6.00-12 4 lay
Hydraulic
Danfoss, tank 48l
Fuel tank
20l
Transport
Fitted with trailer connection

The machine for netting Christmas trees

Netburner
User protected
Burner housing Made with 3 mm steel sheets
Gas consumption About 10,000 trees per 11 kg gas
The SuperPak netmachine is a self-transportable netmachine
that can be towed by at car with trailer connetion.
The netmachine is equipped with the revolutional news
”The Firefly”
A gas burner for melting (cutting) the net.

Producer
JB Smede
Ravngårdsvej 31
8370 Hadsten
Phone: 0045 20659213

Standard equipment
Capacity and safety
The SuperPak netmachine is designed to operate at high capacity with
workforce of only two people. Great attention has been paid to ergonomics
and safety aspects.
The SuperPak machines reduce both man-hours and the consumption of net
per tree.

- 3 PVC funnels are abailable: 25cm, 34cm, 45cm
- Gas burner to cut and seal netting.
- Automatic reverse action
- Active prehensile claw.
- Storage capacity for extra netting.
- Powerful work light.
- Road-legal ligthing.
- Box for waste
- Choice of automated or manually controlled elhydraulic.
- Mounted with emergency shotdown.

The unique net burner
The firefly for cut-meltning of the net.
The burner can be activated on
operators chice along the netmachine
with use of a wire.
The net shrink, and therefore not
needed to make a knot on the net.

SuperPak Type II: Self-transportable
The SuperPak type 2 machine is fitted with a robust diesel engine that
powers the integral generator and hydralics. The driving wheels are powered
by hydralics mounted with detachable cardan for rear axle.
The SuperPak are cross-country and easy to operate.

The gas burner works in all types of
weather. Therfore avoiding the
cobination of Knife and Cold fingers.
The gas burner can be supplied separately for mounting on other machines.

